September 5, 1983

SERVICE BULLETIN

GAME:       DISCS OF TRON (ENVIRONMENTAL ONLY)
SUBJECT:    125VA POWER CHASSIS MODIFICATION (A945-00020-0003)

MODIFICATION:

1. F1, F3 & F4 fuses are now 6½ amp slow blow.
2. F2 fuse should be 4 amp slow blow.
3. Additional line filter (A945-00025-000).
4. All earlier 125VA power chassis's must be modified when used in Discs of Tron environmental games.

Andy Ducay
Technical Service Manager
AD/dd
September 21, 1983

SERVICE BULLETIN

GAME: DISCS OF TRON (Environmental cabinet produced before September 9th, 1983)

SUBJECT: FLUORESCENT LIGHT ASSEMBLY - 6 VOLT TRANSFORMER

CONDITION:

Overheating condition caused by a wiring error.

REMEDY:

Refer to Figure #1 for proper wire sequence and light location.

NOTE: Only a small percentage of games have the wiring error. When a strong odor is detected, this would indicate a wiring problem.

Andy Ducay
Technical Service Manager
AD/dd
DISC OF TRON (ENVIRON)
FLUOR. LITE WIRING DIAGRAM

See the DIAGRAMS below for
the appropriate WIRING SEQUENCE
for each FLUOR. LITE as indicated.

FIG. 1

WIRE DIAGRAM "A"

WIRE DIAGRAM "B"
October 17, 1983

SERVICE BULLETIN

GAME: DISCS OF TRON

SUBJECT: TALKING SOUND (VOICES)

1. The talking sounds are only in the environmental games.

2. The upright model shows a test for talking sounds but has been eliminated in game play.

3. The logic boards are interchangeable between environmental and upright games.

Andy Ducay
Technical Service Manager

AD/dd
December 6, 1983

SERVICES BULLETIN

GAME: DISCS OF TRON (ENVIRONMENTAL & UPRIGHT)

SUBJECT: LOGIC BOARD INTERCHANGING BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL AND UPRIGHT GAMES

1. The Service Bulletin dated October 17, 1983 was in error regarding the interchanging of logic boards between environmental and upright games.

2. Due to a program and connector change, the logic boards are not interchangeable.

3. I repeat, the boards are not interchangeable.

Andy Ducay
Technical Service Manager

AD/dd